
BETA

About Item
1. High-Quality audio & On/ Off Switch: The contoured frequency response feature ensures

that the music produced is clean and clear, with great vocal sound quality. The dedicated
On/ Off switch makes it very convenient to use.

2. Wired & versatile: The XLR microphone is ideal for recording professional-grade music,
including drums, percussion, and instrument amplifier.

3. Dynamic Karaoke Mic: The dynamic microphone captures the source sound with its uniform
cardioid pickup pattern whileminimizing background noise.

4. Build to Last: 5 Core microphone is incredibly durable and can withstand the rigors of daily
use.Well suited for karaoke, studio and on stage use.

5. XLR Cable included: The dynamic microphone is wired; therefore, it is resistant to jamming
and noise free and picks every note from the sound source.

Product Description



Whether performing live or recording in a studio, the music from your instrument can
connect with your audience. This includes the sharp sound of a snare drum, the
melodious notes of an arpeggiated chord, or the energetic solo of a saxophone. These
sounds require a microphone that can handle these notes. The 5 Core dynamic
microphone BETA is built to capture your performance's power and deliver it to every
listener.

Built with rugged material and a metal mesh windscreen with an anti-dent ring, this XLR
microphone is designed for maximum reliability, ensuring that it will come through for
you time and time again, even after countless gigs and studio applications. Whether
you are a seasoned professional or just starting, this versatile, dynamic microphone is a
must-have for any performer or recording artist.

At 5 Core, Customer satisfaction is our priority with a proven track record of delivering
the highest quality product since 1984.

Features

Compatibility XLR Cable Premium Sound Reliable

The dynamic
microphone is
compatible with most
audio systems,
including DVD players,
mixers, and home
theater.

Fully shielded XLR
cable for minimal
interference over
long distances.

The dynamic
microphone
provides power and
clarity, ideal for
studio and stage
use.

5 Core microphones
are trusted by
performers of all levels
for their professional
utility & high
performance.

Technical Specifications

● Type - Dynamic moving coil
● Unidirectional Microphone
● Pickup pattern: Cardioid
● Connection: XLR cable

Package Include:

● 12 ft XLR cable
● Dynamic Mic
● 1x Mic Clip
● 1x Carry Bag



Usages

Wire microphone is ideal for recording instruments.

Use the dynamic microphone for live vocal performance.

A durable microphone is perfect for public events or rallies.

The XLR microphone can be used for podcasts or voice-overs.

The dynamic microphone can be used during a meeting or video conferencing.

Benefits of products

Provides optimal clarity and punch.

Compatible with most PA audio systems.

Minimizes background noise and feedback.

Captures source signal with high accuracy.

Reproduces audio without interference from other instruments or speakers on stage.

Benefits of 5 Core over other products

4.5m coaxial, shielded low noise cable.

Premium-quality ferrite magnet in cartridge.

Universally-matched 3-pin professional XLR connector.



Metal mesh with thick foam for shock/dust proofing cartridge.

5 Core dynamic microphone offers professional-grade sound recording capabilities.

Why 5 Core

5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.

We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.

The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.

The Trustworthy choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than
65 countries.

Backed by a proven track record of happy customers and peace of mind.

Comparison

Specification 5 Core Product Other Product

XLR cable Yes No

Durable?˜ Yes No

Best Deal Yes No



About Brand

5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards. Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected
before they are sent to the end user, ensuring that the customers receive products of
the highest quality and reliability. With a commitment to quality, affordability, and
customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a brand people can trust for all their needs and wants.



Handheld dynamic
microphone
Handheld dynamic
microphone with rugged
grille and optimized
frequency response,
providing uncompromising
vocal reproduction.

Easy to operate
No battery required for
operation, an external
on/off switch on it for
easy control of audio
(Push up is ON, push
down is OFF).

Microphone with 12ft
cable
12ft strong a XLR
DELUXE TO 1/4 AUDIO
METAL JACK for a large
moving range, no
distraction from the
limited wire length
anymore.

Excellent
frequency
response
Low-mass
diaphragm
provides
excellent
frequency
response



Q&A

Question:What is the XLR cable length?

Answer: The XLR cable has 12 ft length.

Question:What kind of events is this microphone suitable for?

Answer: This microphone is perfect for all kinds of live events, including presentations,
weddings, conferences, singing, and more.

Question: Can I use the XLR microphone for recording in a studio?

Answer: Yes, this XLR microphone is versatile and can be used for stage and recording
applications.

Question: Does this mic have one button?

Answer: The dynamic microphone has a dedicated on/off button.

Question:What is a cardioid pickup pattern?

Answer: A cardioid pickup pattern is a directional microphone that captures sound
mainly from the front of the microphone while minimizing sound from the side and rear.
This is ideal for live situations where noise cancellation is needed.


